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Abstract  The physiological responses (photosynthesis intensity and 
transpiration rate) of six different  bean local land races (Bocşa Română, 
Cireşu, Caraşova, Pătaş, Soceni, Sudriaş) to salt stress were studied under 
laboratory conditions. The plants were grown in pots, and  were treated for 14 
days with NaCl (41,4 mM P.O – 207,04 mM P.O), starting at the appearance 
of the first trifoliate leaf unfolded. It was established that the applied of salt 
types caused stress in the young bean plants, which found expression in the 
suppression of growth and photosynthesis activity. The bean cultivars showed 
different reaction to salinity. 
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 Salinity is one of the most important abiotic 
stress factors limiting plant growth and productivity 
[5]. Salinity affects almost every aspect of the 
physiology and biochemistry of plants and significantly 
reduces yield. High exogenous salt concentrations 
affect seed germination, water deficit, cause ion 
imbalance of the cellular ions resulting in ion toxicity 
and osmotic stress [4, 5].     

Osmotic stress tolerance in plants is a 
complex phenomenon that involve morphological and 
developmental changes as well as physiological and 
biochemical processes. Two components have been 
identified as the probable cause of salinity toxicity, 
osmotic stress and ion toxicity. 

Salinity is considered a significant factor 
affecting crop production and agricultural 
sustainability in arid and semi-arid region of the world, 
reducing the value and productivity of the affected land 
[2].  

The identification of tolerant genotypes that 
may sustain a reasonable yield on salt affected soils has 
been a strategy adopted by scientists to overcome 
salinity [6].   

The most important process that is affected in 
plants, growing under saline conditions, is 
photosynthesis. Reduced photosynthesis under salinity 
is not only attributed to stomata closure leading to a 
reduction of intercellular CO2 concentration, but also to 
non-stomata factors. There is strong evidence that salt 
affects photosynthetic enzymes, chlorophylls and 
carotenoids [9].  Salinity reduces the ability of plants to 
utilize water and causes a reduction in growth rate, as 
well as changes in plant metabolic processes [8].   

Osmotic effects are due to salt-induced 
decrease in the soil water potential. Salinity results in a 

reduction of K+ and Ca2+ content and an increased level 
of Na+, Cl- and SO4

2-, which forms its ionic effects [7].   
Reduction in biomass, photosynthetic capacity changes 
in leaf water potential and leaf turgor have been 
reported to have a cumulative effect attributed to 
salinity stress [2,10], it is also clear that several soil 
and other environmental factors do influence plant 
growth under salinity conditions. 

 
Biological Material and Method 

 
The sampling procedure was directed to seeds 

from the farmer’s own stocks kept in cellars, 
conditioned in bags, boxes or any other container. The 
biological material used in this study was represented 
by six bean local land races cultivated in Banat area: 
Bocşa Română, Cireşu, Caraşova, Pătaş, Soceni, 
Sudriaş. The plants were cultivated in pots and stressed 
with salt aolution (14 days)  in followed variant: 

V1 – 41,4 mM P.O. 
V2 – 124,9 mM P.O. 
V3  - 207,04 mM P.O. 

 The control variant was moisted with 
distillated water. The photosynthesis intensity was 
determinate by gas exchange method using a CO650LP 
analyzer. Transpiration rate was calculated by the 
method of successive weighing using bean leaf, the 
results was related to foliar surface.  
 
Results and Discussions 
 
 Reduction of the biomass in beans under 
saline condition was indicative of several growth 
limitations. Salinity had adverse effects not only on the 
biomass, but also on other morphological parameters 
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such as plant height, number of leaves, root length and 
shoot/root ratio. Some authors reported that in 
Phaseolus vulgaris salinity reduced shoot and root 
weights [1,2].  
  The moment we chose for the determination 
of photosynthetic intensity was at the formation of the 
first side shoot, stage 2.1. of BBCH. The experimental 
conditions were: a temperature of 280C, light intensity 
(µmol/cuantum/m2/hour), experimental period/variant 
(60 minutes). 
 The decline in photosynthesis observed in 
case of salinity could be attributed to stomata factors. 
During salt stress the concentration of CO2 in 
chloroplasts decreased because of the reduction in 
stomata conductance, in spite of the apparent stability 
of CO2 concentration in intercellular spaces [10]. 
Brugnoly and Lauteri (1991) also indicated that 

reduced photosynthetic carbon assimilation was 
attributed to reduced stomata conductance. This 
tendency, with respect to the water use efficiency, 
observed in the leaves suggests that the non-stomata 
factors, in addition to the stomata ones, affected 
photosynthesis. Limited CO2 fixation due to stress 
conditions leads to a decrease in carbon reduction by 
the Calvin cycle and decrease in oxidizes NADP+ to 
serve as an electron acceptor in photosynthesis [5].  

Regarding photosynthetic intensity measured 
by gas exchange method, it can be observed, that local 
landraces of bean presents values of absorbed CO2. 

The data with respect to the transpiration 
intensity (E) in the control and salt-treated plants 
followed the same tendency as photosynthesis. 

  

content between 631 PPM (after 60 minutes) at Cireşu  
genotype (V3) and 703,11 PPM (after 60 minutes) at 
Soceni genotype (V3). 
 

 
 
 

 
  

Table 1 
Experimental results regarding the photosynthetic intensity of some bean genotypes 

(CO2 PPM) 
 

No. Genotype Experimental 
variant 

Photosynthetic 
intensity  

 (CO2 PPM)  
15 min 

Photosynthetic 
intensity  

(CO2 PPM)  
30 min 

Photosynthetic 
intensity  

 (CO2 PPM)  
60 min 

V0 680,17 684,34 698,32 
V1 677,01 680,12 692,09 
V2 654,12 658,16 660,21 

1. Bocşa 
Română 

V3 642,32 648,03 651,18 
V0 644,21 654,82 662,23 
V1 642,26 645,12 649,02 
V2 631,16 637,17 639,15 

2. Cireşu 

V3 625,18 627,21 631,06 
V0 663,07 667,14 669,16 
V1 652,02 657,12 661,23 
V2 647,17 650,03 652,03 

3. Caraşova 

V3 641,24 644,21 648,17 
V0 710,21 715,10 717,21 
V1 703,09 709,13 712,22 
V2 656,05 659,21 662,05 

4. Pătaş 

V3 643,23 648,12 652,14 
V0 723,21 726,17 728,12 
V1 712,34 715,22 719,02 
V2 705,22 707,13 711,21 

5. Soceni 

V3 691,18 700,04 703,11 
V0 686,05 689,12 693,20 
V1 672,13 676,11 679,02 
V2 663,04 664,21 667,08 

6. Sudriaş 

V3 658,21 661,12 665,19 
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Table 2 

 
Experimental results regarding the transpiration intensity of some bean genotypes 

(mg H2O/cm2/h) 
 

No. 
Genotype Experimental 

variant 

Transpiration 
intensity 
 (mg H2O 
/cm2/h) 

B.B.C.H. 1.2 

Transpiration 
intensity  
(mg H2O 
/cm2/h 

B.B.C.H. 2.1 

Transpiration 
intensity 
 (mg H2O 

/cm2/h 
B.B.C.H. 6.1 

V0 0,172  0,356 0,743 
V1 0,168 0,297 0,615 
V2 0,151 0,213 0,576 

1. Bocşa 
Română 

V3 0,130 0,178 0,440 
V0 0,240 0,469 0,878 
V1 0,124 0,370 0,727 
V2 0,104 0,268 0,671 

2. Cireşu 

V3 0,098 0,153 0,482 
V0 0,556 0,660 0,906 
V1 0,468 0,588 0,877 
V2 0,425 0,491 0,789 

3. Caraşova 

V3 0,317 0,415 0,685 
V0 0,592 0,608 0,921 
V1 0,396 0,504 0,883 
V2 0,230 0,430 0,721 

4. Pătaş 

V3 0,202 0,343 0,646 
V0 0,420 0,472 0,805 
V1 0,252 0,364 0,752 
V2 0,204 0,282 0,732 

5. Soceni 

V3 0,121 0,201 0,701 
V0 0,416 0,480 0,769 
V1 0,304 0,372 0,654 
V2 0,281 0,301 0,581 

6. Sudriaş 

V3 0,110 0,221 0,502 
 
 Salinity strongly decreased stomata 
conductivity (gs), which reduced transpiration rate (E). 
Since transpiration rate followed the same trend as that 
in photosynthesis, it is clear that the reduction in 
photosynthesis has the same effects on both stomata 
and transpiration as the three are integral elements of 
the photosynthetic apparatus of plants [2].  

Generally, transpiration rate tended to decline 
with increasing salinity. This may be due to the fact 
that lowered water potentials in the root can trigger a 
signal from root to shoot (such as abscisic acid, which 
has been suggested to be the operating mechanism 
[11]. However an alternative hypothesis could be that 
the inhibition of photosynthesis caused by salt 
accumulation in the mesophyll produces an increase in 
intercellular CO2 concentration, which reduces the 
stomatal aperture [3].  
 Regardind the stomatic transpiration of bean 
genotypes in osmotic stress conditions, it can be 
observed the existence of some differences between 
genotypes, the best results being registered at Soceni 
genotype, with a value of transpiration intensity of 
0,701 mg H2O/cm2/h at V3 variant, at growing stage 
6.1. BBCH. This fact confirms the existence of 

correlation between photosynthetic intensity and the 
rate of stomatic transpiration. 
 
Conclusions 
 

1.Regarding photosynthetic intensity it can be 
observed, that local landraces of bean presents values 
of absorbed CO2 content between 631 PPM (after 60 
minutes) at Cireşu genotype (V3) and 703,11 PPM 
(after 60 minutes) at Soceni genotype (V3).  
 

2. Regardind the stomatic transpiration of 
bean genotypes in osmotic stress conditions, it can be 
observed the existence of some differences between 
genotypes, the best results being registered at Soceni 
genotype, with a value of transpiration intensity of 
0,701 mg H2O/cm2/h at V3 . 
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